Balearic Islands, Spain - September 2006
The warm, late-summer
Mediterranean called. And
29 Tradewinds students
and members answered
that call. We all gathered
at the airport in San Francisco, then flew together
to Palma, on the island of
Mallorca, Spain. Arriving
early in the day, we
checked in our hotel, a
particularly classy place
on the waterfront next to
the marina, and started our
exploration of Mallorca.
Some people napped to
shrug off the jetlag, while
others went walking about
the town, or took trains to other parts of the island. Most of us found our way to the famous cathedral built
in 1300, which dominates the town, and is truly spectacular. Everyone seemed to discover a great place for dinner, too.

The next morning, after enjoying a stunning
buffet breakfast, we
walked across the
street to the Moorings
base, and boarded our
5 luxury yachts. A bit
of provisioning and
some basic checkouts,
and then we were on
our way into the warm
clear waters. Each
yacht seemed to have
their own ideas about
where to explore first,
so we headed off in
several different directions.
Aboard Kilonay, our 42’ catamaran, we chose a small harbor with a lovely seaside town for our first
night. Everyone quickly settled in and relaxed, and despite the wide range of ages
aboard (we had people in their 20’s, 30’s,
40’s, 50’s and 60’s), we all got along great
and became fast friends. After a quick survey, everyone decided we wanted to sail to
the island of Ibiza, about 50 miles to the
south, famous for its world-class party
scene as well as great beaches and towns.
We departed at first light the next morning,
and were anchored off Ibiza in time for
lunch and a swim in the clear 81 degree
water. We worked our way down the siland, and ultimately moored quayside in
Ibiza city, heart of the island nightlife, and
directly across the channel from a few 140’
sailboats and some even larger Italian
speedboats.

There is a huge castle on the hills, filled with little
shops and restaurants overlooking the town, and as we
had a birthday aboard, we were obliged to celebrate.
We had an early dinner, starting around 9pm, and afterwards a few of us decided to witness the nightlife.
And it was an amazing thing to be a spectator to, as
their customs are a bit different than ours. Around
11pm, thousands of people start walking the streets,
with most of the café’s serving alcohol. Some people
sit and watch, others parade back and forth, while
“touts” (generally very attractive, scantily dressed
young ladies and men) try to call you into their particular bar for a drink. This is known as the “pre-club”
scene.
Around 1am, the discoteques send out their own touts,
which are parades of costumed dancers. One place was
having pirate night, and a bevy of sexy pirates weaved
their way through the crowds on the streets, enticing
people to follow them like pied pipers. Another club
sent out a parade of angels, competing with the devils of a third disco. By 2am, people start heading to the
disco’s, which can be painfully expensive to get in. The door price on some
is as high as $60 per person, although
discount tickets can be bought on the
street. And that doesn’t include the 2
drink minimum, at $12 each. After
dancing for a few hours, one disco
turns into a foam party at 4:30am,
dumping tons of soapy suds into the
dance floor, making everyone slippery
and crazy. When the sun comes up
around 7am, people start heading home,
or maybe to breakfast at a local café.
How they can do this on a weeknight, I
will never know.

The full moon sets over Ibiza

One night was
all we could ha ndle, so we sailed
d o w n
t o
Fromentera,
a
small
island
nearby
with
miles of white
sandy beaches. It
was so serene
and warm and
pleasant,
we
stayed for two
nights, changing
anchorages the
second night. Of
course, the fact
that the beaches
are all topless
and/or nude kept the spectator value pretty high, and we all enjoyed relaxing and swimming and having
dinner with our toes in the sand.
We then sailed back to Ibiza, continuing our circumnavigation of the island, spending one night in a
big town, and another in a small vacation village, with swimming and exploration stops along the way, and
lots of wandering the narrow
streets, and poking into shops
and café’s. Most reluctantly,
we sailed back towards Palma
the last day. As the boat didn’t
have to be back till 5pm, we
anchored in a small cove on
Mallorca, and enjoyed one
more swim and snorkel in the
warm clear waters. We did
finally get the boat back to the
marina in Palma, re-connected
with the rest of our
Tradewinds group, and spent
the final night aboard.

The next morning, we
flew from Palma to Madrid, and checked into another really nice hotel,
which is reputed to be the
largest hotel in Europe.
Many of us took the subway into downtown, and
visited the Del Prado museum, Spain’s most famous, and home to a huge
collection of Picasso’s,
Goya’s and much more.
More strolling along the
gentle streets and
neighborhoods, shopping,
and dinner at a sidewalk
café in a crowded square. Eventually, our fantastic holiday did have to come to an end, and the next day we
flew back to San Francisco, with our cameras and hearts full of warm Spanish memories.

